


Artize, a tribute to craftsmanship
 
Artize, a luxury bath brand from Jaquar Group, has 
been introduced to cater to customers who aspire for 
luxury in their bathing spaces. The brand aims at 
excellence at all levels and seeks to surpass global 
standards of quality and design. Artize pays tribute to 
the fine traditions of exquisite craftsmanship and 
precision through a wide range of products that are 
designed to create trends in the bathing industry. 

A perfect balance of design, quality, production 
standards, technology and precision combine to 
produce the masterpiece called Artize.



-Mary Ann Mobley

Stress exacerbates any problem,
 whether it's diabetes, heart trouble,
  multiple sclerosis, or whatever.



-Marianne Williamson

The number one root of all illness,
 as we know, is stress.



Stress is the negative whirlwind of emotions
 that gets imposed on top of our
  stimulation and engagement.

-Andrew J. Bernstein



If there is magic on this planet,
   it is contained in water.

-Loren Eiseley



revive + recharge + rejuvenate

The shower-spa from Artize



The ultimate in showering luxury,

Rainjoy+ from Artize is the finest in extra

large, concealed, overhead showers.

Offering a choice of showering modes like

Rain, Intense, Mist and even Massage, the

Rainjoy+ showering experience is a complete

body bath that envelops the senses with an

array of soothing sensations inspired by

nature's brilliant, rejuvenating ways with water.

Step into the Rainjoy+ shower.
Discover a spa.



Welcome the emptying of the clouds
   with arms wide open.

Rain



The Rain mode lets you enjoy an extra-large, overhead shower zone for a complete body bath. 

With pearls of water streaming from every jet on the large showerhead, the Rain mode's generous 

coverage is as rejuvenating as the monsoon's first downpour.



Intense
Feel the drums of the rain gods
  play a thrilling tune on your skin.



Concentrating a powerful flow of heavy drops into a 

small area from the central jets, the Intense mode is 

spread perfectly to fall on your head and shoulders, 

and relax and recharge you in minutes.



Mist
Lose yourself in the kiss of
  a million droplets a minute.



Special nozzles recreate the joy of being in a cloud as the Mist

mode's floating blanket of feather-touch droplets gently covers you

with freshness. Mist spray is created by forcing water through tiny

holes, and this mode is great not just for relieving stress, but also for

hot summer days or after a long, hard work-out.



Massage
The joy of pulsating aquapressure.



The massage mode uses a special revolving nozzle that 

sends out water in intermittent pulses. Spinning, spiral 

columns of water land on the body milliseconds apart 

to create a drumming effect on the skin and muscles. 

This promotes blood flow, and the invigorating pressure 

relaxes and revives the body like only a massage can.



Chromotherapy
Rainjoy+ also features Chromotherapy lights 

controlled by a waterproof, cordless remote 

to let you pick a relaxing colour or switch to 

an energising, pulsating, multi-colour 

experience.



Two kinds of Rainjoy+

Oval I Square
Featuring clean, aesthetic lines and an unobtrusive design, both

models of Rainjoy+ use a larger-than-life size to envelop you with

sensations that aim to relax the muscles, restore calmness and

repair the damage caused by daily life's stresses and strains. And

leave you feeling revived, recharged and rejuvenated.



CONCEPTS
Design Your Showering Concept With Rainjoy+

OSA-CHR-70021: Rainjoy+ Shower 500X500mm AISI 304 stainless steel in polished finish with RGB LED lights remote control & with 
installation kit for false ceiling
• Chromotherapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller, connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
• 4-functions | Rain | Intense | Bold Massage | 4 X Mist

OSA-CHR-70021 iV6: (Compatible with ShowerTronic iV6)

OSA-CHR-70023: Rainjoy+ Shower 704X434mm AISI 304 stainless steel in polished finish with RGB LED lights remote control & with 
installation kit for false ceiling
• Chromotherapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller, Connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
• 4-functions | Rain | Intense | Bold Massage | 2 X Mist

OSA-CHR-70023 iV6: (Compatible with ShowerTronic iV6)
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CONCEPT - 1 

• Showertronic iV6 | STC-CHR-70000 • Rainjoy+ | OSA-CHR-70021 iV6 
• Cellini Bathtub Spout with button attachment | SPT–CHR-47463 • Body Shower | BSA-CHR-70071 
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CONCEPT - 2 

• Thermatik –S | THK-CHR-697N • Rainjoy+ OSA-CHR-70021 • Body Shower | BSA-CHR-70071
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CONCEPT - 3 

• Tiaara Thermostatic Valve | TIA-CHR-73687N • Rainjoy+ | OSA-CHR-70023
• Tiaara Bathtub Spout with Diverter and Wall  Flange | SPT–CHR-73463
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CONCEPT - 4 

• Tiaara Thermostatic Valve | TIA-CHR-73687N • Rainjoy+ | OSA-CHR-70023 • Body Shower | BSA-CHR-70071
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Water is the driving force of all nature.
-Leonardo da Vinci

Artize has an ongoing policy of design and development, and thus reserves the right to modify specifications and prices without any prior notice.

For any installation and maintenance related enquiry please call
Customer Care at 18001216808 (Toll Free) or email us at info@artize.com   CR
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artize.com


